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Hydrodynamic boundary layer flows in a semi-infinite expansion of a
rotating viscous fluid bounded by an infinite porous flat plate with time
dependent suction or injection is studied. We have considered two
different cases, viz., (i) the plate velocity changes impulsively and (ii) the
plate velocity changes in an accelerated manner. It is found that the
non-dimensional shear stresses due to the unsteady primary and secondary
flows, for both the cases, increase with the increase in rotation parameter
while they decrease with increase in variable suction parameter.

1. Introduction :

From the physical point of view, the motion of a viscous incom-
pressible fluid in a rotating frame of reference has considerable interest in
many cosmical and geophysical fluid dynamics. Recently, Gupta III
studied the steady flow of a viscous incompressible fluid past an infinite
porous flat plate in a rotating frame of reference. The fluctuating flow
of a viscous fluid past an infinite porous plate has been studied by Puri [2].
The boundary layer flow past a porous flat plate with variable suction or
blowing has been studied by Pop and Soundalgekar [3] and Debnath and
Sengupta [4]. They have considered the periodic suction velocity with
non-torsional plate velocity.
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In the present paper, we have considered the viscons incompressible
fluid past an infinite porous plate with variable suction or blor,ving at the,

plate. We assume that both the suction velocity and the plate velocity
are arbitrary functions of time. It is found that the non-dimensional shear

stress components first increase, reach a maximum and then decrease

with increase in rotation parameter, while they decrease with variable
suction parameter.

2. Mathemcttical Analysis :

Consider an infinite porous plate coinciding with the plane z:0
rotating in unison with a viscous incompressitle liquid occupying the
region z>0 with a uniform angular velocity f,) about z-axis. The plate

is moving with a velocity t/(t) along x-axis. The y-axis normal to the
xz-plane. The horizontal homogeneity of the problem demands, that
conditions depend on z atd t only. It is evident frorn the equation of
continuity thatw is only a function of time.

We consider w as

w:-wolr*eAG(t)l (1)

where wo is the constant part of the suction velocity and G(z) is an

arbitrary function of time, < is a small value and A is a real positive
constant such that eA.<<|. Then the equations of motion along x and y

directions are t '

0, +*(t\?! _2ar:,0.,At' "0z 0z'

o'' +*(t\T+zar:rt)
il ' 'Az' 0z'

where u is the kinematic coefficient of viscosity and w(l) is given by (l).
The boundary conditions are

u:U(t), v:0 at z:0 and r-+0, v-+0 as z--+6

Assuming the piate velocity U(t) in the form

U(t): Us[- 1f e.F(z)]

we get

u : U obt o(n) * e u 1(r1, r )), v : U0[ vo(T) + ev 1(q, r)l
where

q:Uszf u and r:Uoztlv

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

(7)

I
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Substituting (l) and (6) in equations (2) and (3) and equating steady
and unsteady parts we get

d'fo- o dfo
,r'-*t6-2ikzfo:o

# - t 
u* * 2 i k, fi- Ua,t!, * s A G (, 1 

ai

where
' fr:uo*iyo andfl:urfiv,

(8)

(e)

(10)

(l 1t

(12)

(t 6)

(17)

(18)

(te)

(20)

(21\

ln the above equations (8) and (9), S:uro/(/o is the suction parameter
and k2:QvlUoz is the rotation parameter.

The boundary conditions are

lo:-l at r1-0,fi-+0 as r7+oo

fr:FG) at q:O,fr--s0 as z2-+oo

The solution of the equation (8) subject to the boundary conditions
(l 1) is

'ro:- *P i-(i+*+in)r)
I

"' u : ;'l(ff ++r') "' *f] "'
Using Laplace transform technique, equation (9) becomes

(1 3)

(141

where

provided

where

ff *toff-ro*rikz)f1*:-s1c. # rirl
where

,fr*: (* f{n, t)e-p,dr (p>o)
J-co

fre- 9'-->0 &s z-> -t oo

The boundary conditions (12) become

ft*:F* at T:0 and f,*-+Q &S q-+oo

using (13), the solution of (r5) subject to the boundary conditions
(17) is

f'*{T' P) : e- * n 16'* a 4'*1

if:F* exp {-(a{p)lteri
6,* - s A(f + "+ir)$:{,-(*+ 

iE) n -,- (a* t,'''r}
a:lSz!2ift2
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Taking inverse Laplace transform, the above equations become

, --*nJr:( "@r*6r)
where

, T la
Pt: : [ flt-,\)i- st2e-(4\+rt2'Lt') dA

/1/ zr )0

a,:s,ri{+.c+,8) l- ct"-rl[e ('+ i s)'1' lz

-+t"" 
o\ erfc hl2\/A+\/ a^)

+ e- | i,t erfc 
1,1 I 21/ t- r/A^)\ldi

We shall now discuss sorne particular cases corresi:onding

various forms cf .E(z) and G(z).

Case l- The plate velocity changes impulsively along with its suction

velocity.

Here F(t):G(r): trH(r), where 11(r) is the Heaviside unit function
defined by

H(r):Q' "19
H(a):l. r>0 (25)

where 7\ is a constant.

Substituting the above value of F(r) and G(r) in the equations (23)

and (24) and evaluating the integrals, we get

r-it:+ A{(rllel"n erfc @l2ur,+\/a")

*e- lo't erfc Qll2ry r-\/rif Q6>

6,:* s A a H (,) ($ + 
" 

+,n) [ 21. e-,.. + i 8,, -\t, + n I 2.1 i 7 cran

erfc Q1l2ry,* t/ m)+(r-,112^/Z) ,- fr'

erfc (r1124,-r/d\1 Q7)

Substituting {, and {, in the equation (22) and using the definition
offi given by (10) we get urand v,

(22>

(23]}

(24)

to

ilt
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The non-dimensional shear stress at the plate 7i:0 is given by

rai{irui: AH(,)l-\}** err Uta,l+ j- e-*\

+s,e(f +<+,F)t-,r..* iBt(tt,,+*l err 1.1a,1

*(;)''' "-*\) (28)

On separating real and imaginary parts we get .rai o.nd. rac at the
plate 4:Q. The val.res of rri ald ,rr have been plotted against z for
different values of rotation parameter ft, in Fig. l. It is found that both
rsi &fld zr; increase with increase in either kz or r when ,4 is constant.

Table I shows that for fixed kz and r, both rai o,fid.rra decrease
with increas e in A,

For small time

6,: A H (,)lertu 
{,1 I 2 l,j_ (F, + z,n ){El" e _ n, t 4,

-;q erfc tntzV;fif es)

6z:sa AH(,)(l+*aiBll, "-,,*, 
u,, -(,*1.r,) 

".r" 
(qt2.\/;)

+,t(l\''' ,-n't4, +lsz +ak,l{(;l' '(?"*Ir,l
xe-n2t4,-1-r(,*2lr) errc t tzrl.i,\1 (30)

Substituting (29) and (30) in {22) and, using (10) we get urand. vrfor
small time. It is interesting to note that the unsteady primary vel0city u,
depends on the rotation parameter if we considered the variable suction.
For constant suction, a, is independent of rotation parameter ftz whire the
unsteady secondary velocity r,, depends on rotation parameter for both
variable as well as constant suction.

For large time u, and r,1 become

u1: trH(r)lr-(***h cos pt1*2r1(l)"'n","r_ q2) cos 2kzr

_Bkz,z sio 2kzrj r-(S"*il,Ia+__!l_ nn-(€*x)n'21*'aBz1't-

{(i*")," cos p,7-B sin Bn)*F&cos p4*< sin pa)}l (31)
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v,:[H(r)le-($+<h1- "i, Bn+4ftg;p(< cos pa

-p sin nrl-(f+")(B cos Fr*< sin Pr)1+rr(!l'''

.{(S'r'-r?') sin 2k2r{8k222 cos 2k r}e-(S"*')'I4

The above equations show that both the primary and the secondary
velocities aie the combination of a steady state solution and the unsteady
solution. The steady state is confined within a thin layer. The thickness
of this layer is O(21(S*2*)). Since < (see eqn. (14) increases with
increase in either ^S(^S>0) or ft2 while it decreases with increase in injection
S(,S<0). This implies that boundary layer thickness decreases with
increase in either ,S(,S>0) or ft2 but it increases rvith increase in S(S<0).
The unsteady solution represents the inertial oscillations of the fluid which
ultimately die out for large tirne. The frequency of these oscillations is
2k2,which is independent of both suction as well as injection.

Case 2-The plate starts with sudden acceleration and its suction velocity
changes impulsively. t

In this case we put F(r)= [rH{r\ and Giz):a H(r1 in (23) and (24),
we get

t - ! tr H (t')[(r + tt I 2'\/ a) nv 6 e,f c (\ I 2 \/ ; + \/ a,lPr-l 

+o-\t2.\/ a) g- \ i't erfc (Tl2\/;* \/a)l (33)

aod $, is given by (27). Knowing /, and {, one can easily obtain
fr(T, ") from equation (22.) and separating real and imaginary parts we get

ur al\d v'r.

The non-dimensional shear stresses dLre to the unsteady primary and
the secondary flow at the plate ?:0 are

r aor- irno :A 11G)[ - (;+ *+ ;F) s a@{ i fi, -},

+ 
i (f + 

" 
+ ;n) - r 

i it"v v 4 1 I 2 1/ a) err ({ *} + (:\''' "- 
*\) 

o+>

The values of tro and r*o have been plotted against z for different
values of ftz in Fig.'2. It is seen that both rro zfld. rro increase with
increase in kz or r, It is also seen from Table 2 that they decrease with
increase in l.

(32)

I

I
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For small time {, is given by

6r: trH(r) [f"+*rrl erfc(,1121/)-r(il''' ,-f t4,

- rr\1";\''' tZ,**n't e-n'14' -nr1*tn\ erfc (r121lD)]

and $, is given by (30).

(3s)

Substituting (35) and (30) in (22) and on usirg .fr(n, i as in (10)
we get u, and v, for small time. As in Case I here the unsteady primary
velocity depends on rotation only, when variable suction velocity is taken
into account.

For large time, u, and v, are given by

trr: [H(r) [" "o, Bn-2rfig(,( cos Bq-p sin B",11e-G'lx)n

+ffine-({+<)r{(f*4," cos Pr-F sin Fr)

gB(p cos Fn**sin pq;)] (36)

vr:[H(r) [-" sin 1n+Vftu'(F cos 9n1.* sin pa) ,-G+4n

+7uffg)n{F{", "o, F,t--F 'i, 
prl-("+f)

.(B ccs Fn**sin Ba))r-t*+*ll1 (3 7)

It is interesting to note that when the plate starts with sudden accelera-
tion and the suction velocity changes impulsively then there is no inertial
oscillation.

Table 1

Values of ,r*i and rui for pz:2.0, z:0.5 and S: l .0

0.0

2.00147

o.2 0.4

1.78832

0'6

1.62628 1.54526

1.50564 1.47369

0.8A

- T*l 1.8693s 1.70700

t uL 1.86953 1.737 58
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Table 2

Values of zrn and rr,,for k2:2'A, ?:0'5 and S:l'0

t<2 =7

,$z*

?.nz-v K2 =3n'- 
- t/ "/'\ .r\/

.CI
c"5 2"5

trig. I Shear stress coixponents 1{}v tr:A'2
zr7 [ll1d

3'5

r.276s4 | t.tgssz I l'l1450 I I03340

0'63236 I O.SSO+r0.81430

A 0'0 0.2 I 0.q 0.6 0.8

1&A 0.95245

-Tgq
0.41847 a.28652
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